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ENCHEN X8-C Shaver
If you're looking for comprehensive, reliable solutions, then the Enchen X8-C is sure to impress you. This shaver provides exceptionally
precise shaving, leaving your face perfectly smooth. It  stands out with its efficient operation, up to 1 hour of runtime, and convenient
charging (USB-A to USB-C cable included).
 
Precision Shaving
Enjoy comfortable and safe shaving with the Enchen X8-C. The shaving head consists of 3 movable cutting heads with a double row of
blades,  adapting  to  the  shape of  your  face  and  smoothly  gliding  over  it.  You  can  use  it  for  both  dry  and  wet  shaving.  Additionally,  it
features self-sharpening blades, ensuring you always enjoy excellent shaving results. Moreover, you can quickly disassemble and clean
the head thanks to its magnetic construction.
 
Up to 60 Minutes of Operation
The  Enchen  X8-C  is  equipped  with  a  durable  lithium-ion  battery  that  provides  up  to  60  minutes  of  operation  on  a  single  charge.
Furthermore,  a  dedicated  indicator  will  inform  you  about  the  charging  status.  To  replenish  the  product's  energy,  it  takes  about  60
minutes. The task is made easier with the USB-A to USB-C cable included in the package.
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Quiet, Efficient Operation
Enjoy  reliable  operation  with  the  Enchen  X8-C.  The  shaver  features  an  advanced  motor  that  operates  at  a  high  frequency,  ensuring
efficient performance. Furthermore, it  doesn't generate annoying noise – the device's noise level is 62 dB, so you don't have to worry
about disturbing other household members.
 
Included in the Package
shaver
cleaning brush
USB-A to USB-C charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Enchen
Model
X8-C
Color
black
Rated Power
5 W
Charging Time
1 h
Operation Time
1 h
Charging Port
USB-C
Battery
lithium-ion
Dimensions
158 × 32 mm
Noise Level
62 dB

Price:

€ 16.49
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